What is cartographic aesthetics? In this presentation, I will discuss aspects of my research into the definition question in response to Kent’s 2005 paper, “Aesthetics: A Lost Cause In Cartographic Theory?” First, I will explain some aesthetic concepts from philosophy and their application to cartographic epistemology, explaining how cartography is already practicing and conducting research into aesthetics. Then, I will suggest some avenues for how we might expand cartographic aesthetic epistemology. Predecessors to this work are Kent (2018, 2017, esp. 2005), Dodge, Kitchin and Perkins (2011), and Denil (2012). Given the place of aesthetics and design at the heart of modern cartography, disambiguating aesthetics from terms like “beauty” and “design” is more than a semantics problem. Instead, it is an epistemological problem, with historical, intellectual, educational, and even existential dimensions, which I discuss in this presentation.

In cartography, aesthetic discussions center around the functional “art” or the “beauty” of the map product (Kent 2018, Woodruff 2012; Tyner 2014, Imhof 1982, Robinson 1952, Raisz 1948, etc.). Other authors have associated aesthetics with scientific elegance (Robinson 1952, if indirectly), a map’s functional and communicative qualities (Kent 2005), its “truth,” and the clarity or cohesion of a map (Imus and Loftin 2012, Imhof 1982). Dodge, Kitchin and Perkins (2011) describe cartographic aesthetics as cartographic scientific aesthetics, which uses semiotics and psychological understandings of perception.

I suggest that a simple way to understand aesthetics is to think of aesthetics as special kinds of experiences, distinct from everyday, nonaesthetic experiences. Or, to put it even more simply, aesthetic experiences are “those experiences that we really care about” (Nanay 2015). First, I explain the difference between aesthetics and art. While aesthetics can involve art, aesthetics is not the same as the philosophy of art. Moreover, one can have an aesthetic experience without engaging with artwork (or, conversely, fail to have an aesthetic experience from perceiving a work of art). This simple definition of aesthetic as special experiences encompasses a wide range of aesthetic concepts within philosophy that cartographers, who wish to create “beautiful” map products, should care about, too, by considering the question “how is a map experienced as beautiful?”

Following Shelley (2020), aesthetic concepts touched on in this presentation will include aesthetic judgment, aesthetic attitudes, aesthetic objects, aesthetic experience, and aesthetic value. Although these aesthetic concepts are unfamiliar to many cartographers, academic cartography has engaged with these concepts without realizing it. I will begin placing cartographic aesthetic epistemology within these concepts. Thus, the purpose of this presentation is to begin translating these aesthetic concepts to help cartography see 1.) the range of its existing aesthetic epistemology, which is expansive, and 2.) move towards an expanded cartographic aesthetic theory. I will conclude by walking through a case study to show how expanding cartographic aesthetic theory opens new opportunities for cartography.
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